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ABSTRACT:- Success in Mathematics depends upon their attitude towards Mathematics. This study is based on a survey of secondary school students about their attitude towards Mathematics. Students of both genders constitute the population of this study. Sample of the study comprises of 300 students (Male=150 and Female=150) from 10 government and 10 private schools in Tinsukia district of Assam. The study revealed that 46.4 percent of the male students and 30 percent of the female students have extremely favorable attitude towards Mathematics. Further, the study demonstrates that there is a significant difference in the attitudes towards Mathematics of male and female students of private schools. The same was found in case of male and female students of urban schools as well with regard to their total mean attitude score towards Mathematics. On the other hand, no such difference was evident on a gender basis in case of rural, English and vernacular medium schools as such.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mathematics has always been a matter of revulsion amongst students. Since ages, its intricacy has petrified the hearts of many while kindled the hearts of a few. While some went on to create history, others were trounced by the fear of failure and disgrace. And what has stood as the indelible and significant factor behind this revulsion is the pessimistic attitude of the masses towards the subject since ages. Attitude towards Mathematics plays a crucial role in the teaching and learning process of Mathematics. It affects student’s achievement in Mathematics. The teaching method, the support of the structure of the school, the family and student’s attitude towards school affects the attitude towards Mathematics. Affective variable such as attitude towards Mathematics is related to the learning of Mathematics and to the learning environment in a classroom (Reyes, 1984). Current reform efforts in mathematical education call for students to be active participants in the learning process and for solving non-routine problems. While researches have pointed out that this type of environment supports students' construction of knowledge and organization of their thoughts, these changes may conflict with students’ attitude towards Mathematics (Wheatley Abshire, 2002). However, this type of reform should improve student’s interest and enjoyment of studying Mathematics (McLeod, 1994). Therefore, to improve the learning of Mathematics, it is important to study students’ attitudes towards Mathematics (Fennema & Sherman, 1976; Reyes 1984). Children begin to develop an attitude towards Mathematics as soon as they are exposed to Mathematics; these attitudes can have an effort on students learning of Mathematics. Attitude is a state of an individual’s mind that has resulted through experience and directs how that individual should respond to an object or situation that is related to or associated with it (Allport, 1935. The objects or situations in all the above definitions may be Mathematics itself, solving mathematical problems, understanding concept in Mathematics, usefulness of Mathematics or motivation for learning Mathematics. Thus we shall define attitude towards Mathematics as a deposition towards an aspect of Mathematics that has been acquired by an individual through his or her beliefs and experiences but which could be changed.

II. NEED OF THE STUDY

The modern world of technology is full of competition. In this present era much emphasis is laid on achievement of students in their academic and related activities. The report of the Indian Education Commission (1964-66) recommended that “Science and Mathematics should be taught on a compulsion to all pupils as a part of general education during the first ten years of schooling.”
It is a general belief that amongst all subjects at school, mathematics is the most difficult and most feared subject, especially by females. While reviewing the related literature, it has been observed that different individual exhibited varying attitude towards mathematics that affect their ability to learn and triumph in the subject. Gender has been one of the major factors perceived to be influential towards the performance of students in mathematics. Perhaps, the reason why males are pursuing mathematics-related disciplines and professions in greater proportions than females, all professions requiring higher level knowledge of mathematics are dominated by male community. It is in addition needless to mention that there are several barriers for the female students to have their career in mathematics. Even if a handful try their hands on the subject, their parents consider it as a useless effort and a mere waste of time and money. Sometimes female students’ show less confidence in mathematics than their male counterparts. Their attributions of failure and success also differ (Leder, 1984; Subotnik, 1988; Cohen and Kosler, 1991; Hanson, 1992; Dickens and Cornell, 1993). The studies also reported that poor mathematical skills in women deprive them from a large number of professions because in some specific jobs knowledge of mathematics is the pre-requisite at the entry level.

While going through the literature, it is found that in India and abroad, a number of studies have been undertaken on ‘pupils achievement in mathematics’ but in the North East number of such studies are very few. No work has yet been undertaken on the gender comparison of attitude of secondary school students towards mathematics in Tinsukia district of Assam. Therefore, the present investigator being a teacher of mathematics in a secondary school of Tinsukia district has made an attempt expecting that the result of the study would have its far reaching implications on both teachers and students at the secondary level.

III. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

• To find out the extent to which the male and female students show favorable attitude towards mathematics.
• To find out if there is any difference between the mean score of attitude of male and female secondary school students towards mathematics with respect to
  i. Private Schools  V. English Medium Schools
  ii. Government Schools  Vi. Vernacular Medium Schools
  iii. Rural Schools
  iv. Urban School

IV. METHODOLOGY

Simple survey method was used in this study. In order to achieve the above-cited objective, the various aspect of the methodology followed were: sample, tools, procedure of data collection and statistical techniques, scoring procedure.

A) Population And Sample

All the students of IX and X standards studying in different secondary schools of Tinsukia district of Assam constitute the population of the study. A sample consisting of 300 students belonging to different communities which includes males, females; rural-urban; studying in English Medium and Vernacular Medium schools were selected on stratified random sampling basis from 20 schools i.e. 10 government provincial and 10 private schools spreaded in and around the Tinsukia district of Assam. Distribution of sample is furnished in the following table No. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type Of Schools</th>
<th>Distribution Of Respondents (Students)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Govt.-10</td>
<td>Urban: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-10</td>
<td>Urban: 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type Of Schools</td>
<td>School Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Govt. Medium</td>
<td>English Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B) Tools Used

Mathematics attitude scale (Mas) developed by Dr Ali Iman (Lucknow) and Dr Tahira Katoon (Aligarh) published by the National Psychological Corporation was adopted by the investigator for collecting data required for the present study. The scale consists of 22 items designed to measure the...
Attitude Of Students Towards Mathematics. The Scale Contains 11 Positive Items And 11 Negative Items. The Mas Consists Of Three Areas As Usefulness Of Mathematics (3,7,8,10,12,13,15,16,17,18,20), Confidence Of Learning Mathematics (1,2,5,6,14,21,22) And Enjoyment Of Mathematics(4,9,11,19)

C) Procedure Of Data Collection

D) Statistical Techniques Used
The Investigator Used The Statistical Techniques Like Mean, Z-Score, Standard Deviation, C.R. Etc For Analyzing And Interpretation Of The Data Collected For The Study.

E) Scoring Procedure
The Scoring Was Done By Using The Scoring Key Which Provides The Weightage For The Items. The Mas Is A 5 Point Rating Scale Consisting Of 22 Items Distributed Over Alternate Responses Like Strongly Agree, Agree, Undecided, Disagree And Strongly Disagree. The Positive Items Of The Scale Were Assigned A Weight Ranging From 5 (Strongly Agree) To 1 (Strongly Disagree) And In Case Of Negative Items, The Scoring Is Reverse Ranging From 1 (Strongly Agree) To 5 (Strongly Disagree). The Different Areas Of Mas Were Scored Separately. The Total Score Is The Summation Of The Score Of All In Areas.

5. Analysis And Interpretation
To Find Out The Extent To Which The Students Have Favorable Attitude Towards Mathematics, The Investigator Converted The Raw Scores Into Corresponding Z- Scores From The Table Which Was Provided In The Mas For The Interpretation Of Data. There After The Number Of Students Falling In Each Grade And Their Grade-Wise Percentages Were Calculated And The Calculated Values Are Represented In The Following Table No.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Extremely Favorable</th>
<th>Highly Favorable</th>
<th>Above Average Favorable</th>
<th>Average/ Moderate Favorable</th>
<th>Below Average Favorable</th>
<th>Highly Unfavorable</th>
<th>Extremely Unfavorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It Is Evident From The Above Table That 46.4 Percent Of Male Students Have Extremely Favorable, 30 Percent Of Them Have Highly Favorable, 13.4 Percent Of Them Have Above Average Favorable And 10 Percent Have Average Favorable Attitude Respectively Towards Mathematics. Among The Female Students 30 Percent Have Extremely Favorable, 30 Percent Have Highly Favorable, 13.4 Percent Have Above Average Favorable And 10 Percent Have Average Favorable Attitude Respectively Towards Mathematics. It Is Also Observed From The Above Table That Out Of 300 Students 38.33 Percent Students Have Extremely Favorable, 30 Percent Students Have Highly Favorable, 16.66 Percent Students Have Above Average Favorable And 15 Percent Students Have Average Favorable Attitude Towards Mathematics.

Table : 3 Comparison Of Mean Score Of Different Sub-Groups Of Students – Standard Ix And X Of Tinsukia District With Regard To Their Attitude Towards Mathematics.
The Data Analyzed In The Above Table May Be Interpreted In Different Subgroups Wise In The Following Manner :-

Type Of Schools:

It Is Clear From The Above Table That Male And Female Students Of Private Schools Do Not Differ Significantly In Terms Of Their Enjoyment In Doing Mathematical Sums As Well As, Confidence In Mathematics, But There Is Significant Difference In Terms Of Their Attitude Towards Usefulness Of Mathematics Since C.R Value Is 11.34. The C.R Value Of 5.39 Indicates That There Is A Significant Difference Between Male And Female Of Private School Students With Regard To Their Total Mean Attitude Score Towards Mathematics. The Mean Score Of Male Students Is Higher Than The Female Students. On The Other Hand It Is Clear From The Above Table That Male And Female Students Of Government Provincial Schools Differ Significantly In Terms Of Their Enjoyment In Doing Mathematical Sums As Well As, Confidence In Mathematics, But There Is No Significant Difference In Terms Of Their Attitude Towards Usefulness Of Mathematics Since C.R Value Is 1.69. The C.R Value Of 1.20 Indicates That There Is No Significant Difference Between Male And Female Of Government Provincial School Students With Regard To Their Total Mean Attitude Score Towards Mathematics. In This Case Also The Mean Score Of Male Students Is Higher Than The Female Students.
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Location:-
It is evident from the above Table No 3 that male and female students studying in urban schools differ significantly with respect to their attitude towards usefulness in mathematics since C R value is 5.1 whereas, there is no significant difference existing between them in terms of their attitude towards confidence and enjoyment in doing of mathematics as the C R values are 1.32 and .98 respectively. The table also indicates that there is a significant difference between male and female students studying in urban schools in terms of their total mean attitude score as the C R value is 2.19. It is also observed from the table No-3 that the C R values of 1.73, 1.09 and 1.22 respectively indicates that the male and female students of rural schools do not differ significantly in terms of their confidence, usefulness and enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. The C. R. Value of 1.17 indicates that there is no significant difference between male and female students of rural schools in terms of their total mean attitude scores.

Medium Of Instruction:-
It is observed from the table No-3 that the C R values of 1.21, 1.29 and .90 respectively indicates that male and female students of English medium schools do not differ significantly in terms of their confidence in mathematics, attitude towards usefulness and also enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. On the other hand, C. R. Value of 1.68 indicates that there is no significant difference between male and female students of English medium schools in terms of their total mean attitude scores. Similarly, it was also found that the C R values of 1.80, 0.63 and 1.38 respectively indicates that male and female students of vernacular medium schools do not differ significantly in terms of their confidence in mathematics, attitude towards usefulness of mathematics and also enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. The C.R Value 1.34 indicates that there is no significant difference between male and female students of vernacular medium schools in terms of their total mean attitude scores.

V. MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The major findings of the study are as follows:
1. 46.4 percent of the male students have extremely favorable attitude towards mathematics whereas in case of female students it is only 30 percent.
2. There is no significant difference between male and female students of private school with regard to their confidence in mathematics and enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. But there is a significant difference with regard to their opinion about usefulness of mathematics.
3. There is no significant difference between male and female students of Govt. provincial school with regard to their mean attitude scores and it is evident from a lower C.R. Value of 1.20.
4. There is a significant difference between male and female students studying in urban schools with regard to their confidence in mathematics since the C.R. Value is 6.78.
5. However, the study indicates that there is no significant difference between male and female students of rural schools with regard to their attitude towards mathematics as a whole.
6. There is no significant difference between male and female students studying in English medium schools with regard to their confidence in mathematics, opinion toward usefulness of mathematics and last but not the least, enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. The same results is found in the case of government schools also.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In the present study the investigator sought to compare the attitude of male and female students of standard IX and X of Tinsukia district of Assam towards mathematics. It is observed from the result of the study that 46.6 percent boys have extremely favorable attitude towards mathematics than those of girls as it is indicated by 30 percent only. The reason behind such findings may be attributed to the fact that girls are often found to be discouraged in doing mathematical work in their primary years and this has its subsequent affect at their secondary level too as they do not enjoy doing mathematics like those of boys. These findings have been corroborated by the findings of Willis (1995); Fullarton (1993) since their studies also reported that “poor attitude towards mathematics has often been cited as one factor that has contributed to lower participation and success of girls in mathematics.” It has been further corroborated by the findings of Ahmed and Bora (2011) who in their study on secondary schools of Karbi Anglong district of Assam, also reported that there exist a significant difference between the mathematics achievement of male and female students.

The data in the aforesaid table further indicates that there is a significant difference between male and female students of urban areas in terms of their enjoyment in doing different mathematical sums. The possible reasons behind this could be the lack of confidence amongst girls and their
Pessimistic View Of The Subject, The Unenthusiastic Approach Of The Parents, The Problems Relating To Their Security And Liberty And The Like. On The Other Hand There Is No Significant Difference In Their Attitude Can Be Spotted Amongst The Boys And Girls Studying To The Fact That Both The Former And Latter Shared More And Less The Same Results In Various Spheres Of Their Attitude. So Far As The Medium Of Instruction Is Concerned The Present Study Reported That There Is No Significant Difference Between Male And Female Students Studying In English Medium School As They May Be Shared Nearly The Same Attitude In Different Areas Towards The Attitude Of Mathematics. A Similar Result Was Found With Respect To Male And Female Students Of Vernacular Medium Of Schools. Therefore Language Do Not Affect Students Attitude Towards Mathematics. ‘The Study Further Implies That Female Students Should Be Encouraged And Motivated Towards Learning Mathematics Through Innovative Techniques Of Teaching. Both Parents And Teachers Should Sincerely Try To Identify Their Weaknesses If Any In Learning Mathematics And Give Subsequent Remedy In This Regard. Concerned Teachers Should Be Trained In Developing Positive Attitude Among Students In Learning Mathematics.

Last But Not The Least It May Be Concluded By Stating That Rural Students Should Be Facilitated With Innovative Techniques And Strategies Of Learning Mathematics So As To Motivate And Encourage Them To Take Interest In Mathematics. Teachers Teaching Mathematics In Rural Schools Should Get Avenues To Update Their Skills And Knowledge From Time To Time Through Various Training Or Orientation Camps. Further As A Matter Of Concern It May Be Noted That In Several Training Sessions In The State, The Master Trainers Who Provide Training To The Teachers Themselves Lack Appropriate Professional Degrees And Qualifications As Well As Adequate Knowledge About Methods And Techniques For Creative Teaching As An Aftermath Of Which The Training Imparted In Most Cases Does Not Yield Effective Results Or Play Any Significant Role In Improving The Situations. Therefore Conclude In A Nutshell, Both Parents And Teachers On The Whole Should Take Sincere Efforts In Developing Positive Attitude Amongst Students Towards Learning Mathematics. The Authorities And Policy Makers Should Take Necessary Steps In Formulating Proficient Curriculum, Syllabus, Text Books Of Mathematics Considering The Age Of The Students, Their Grade, Level Of Interest, Capability Etc. It Is Only Then That The Students Will Be Able To Develop Optimistic Attitude Towards Learning Mathematics Irrespective Of Their Gender And Background And This Will Flourish In Them The Craving To Learn And Comprehend Better And Seek New Horizons.
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